
BELFAST 

Fitting into solid wood worktops only



You will need:
Electric saw with jigsaw fitment or a router
Translucent silicone sealant

Notes prior to installation:
• If you are mounting your Belfast into a granite or marble 

worktop you must have a fabricator cut the hole for you.
• Due to dimensional tolerances within all ceramic sinks 

these instructions should be used as guidelines only.
• The position of your sink will be determined by the 

relationship of the sink edges to cabinet gables, 
supports and tap location.

• Ensure current plumbing fixtures are long enough to 
reach the new sink and it’s location.

• If unsure of fitting your sink we recommend seeking the 
advice of a professional fitter.

Belfast sinks should be fitted with a worktop overhang of 
approximately 10 mm on the back and sides of the bowl 
and the depth of the cut out should allow the front wall of 
the sink to project out by half the depth of the sink wall 
thickness. see image (Fig.1)

Procedure
1. Using the internal measurements of the sink as a base, 

measure in 10mm from this and mark on your worktop.
2. Cut out the hole using a jigsaw or router. At this stange 

it is advisable to piece all parts of the sink and waste 
togther to ensure their fit within the worktop. You 
should try to leave 5mm clearance around the sink to 
allow for expansion.

3. Fit any rails and worktop supports when satisfied with 
the position of the sink and waste kit.

4. Remove the sink temporarily to apply a bead of silicone 
to the base unit and to the underside of the worktop 
overhang, this is designed to offer additional support 
between the top rim of the sink and the underside of 
the worktop. Replace the sink in desired position and 
leave to set to the base unit.

Care and Cleaning 
Never use any form of abrasive cleaner or applicator. Such 
cleaners contain sand or silica and will eventually scratch 
the surface. The best way in our experience to keep your 
sparkling enamel surface is to apply a dilute solution of 
bleach every 2 or 3 days. Apply with a sponge or soft kitchen 
cloth and rinse the sink surface thoroughly with plenty of 
water. Not only will it make the surface shine but will also 
keep the sink hygienic.

Note: Bleach can be harmful both orally and on your clothes 
and skin so always wear rubber gloves and ensure you rinse. 
Ensure proper ventilation as bleach gives off strong fumes.

Care: The Gloss surface of the sink is susceptible to damage 
from sharp and metallic objects. The worst offender is metal 
cutlery. Try to avoid metal objects coming in contact with the 
surface by using protective plastic bowls, cutler holders and 
drainers with non-abrasive bases.

Please do not over tighten any fittings as this may cause 
the surface of your ceramic sink to crack.

Fig.1

Due to our policy of continual improvement, we reserve the 
right to change specifications without prior notice.
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EN 13310 : 2003

Kitchen sink made of: 
Cleanability:

Load resistance:
Durability:

Pass
NPD / N/A
Pass

Ceramic fireclay


